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Plan de gestion des données 

Ce document contient les règles pour la gestion des données de l'infrastructure européenne 

EMPHASIS, et précise la charte des données de l'infrastructure (https://www.phenome-

emphasis.fr/Acces/Gestion-des-donnees). 

Elles ont été écrites également pour le projet H2020 EPPN2020 par le coordinateur de 

l'infrastructure nationale Phenome-Emphasis ainsi que par les responsables du MCP2 (data). 

Il y a donc une forte cohérence avec les règles de l'infrastructure nationale avec quelques 

spécificités mineures. 

Spécificités pour Phenome-Emphasis 

§1 (paragraphe "Data description") : "datasets". Le stockage des données est typiquement 

assuré par PHIS sur France Grille pour les données directement issues d'expériences, et par 

GNPIS ou DataInrae pour les jeux de données élaborées.  

Fig. 1 : Le graphe s'appliquant plus spécialement à Phenome-Emphasis se trouve dans le 

document : https://www.phenome-emphasis.fr/Acces/Gestion-des-donnees. 

§2 (Data organization, paragraphe "Niveau 2"). Par défaut, le système d'information utilisé est 

PHIS (Neveu et al 2019), développé par Phenome-Emphasis. Une exception concerne Arvalis 

qui avait développé son propre système d'information avant le début du projet. 

Paragraphe "niveau 3". L'utilisation de PHIS et de BrAPI/MIAPPE par tous les partenaires de 

Phenome-Emphasis permettra la création en ligne de jeux de données spécifiques d'une 

manière plus facile qu'à l'échelle européenne.  

§ 3. (Paragraphe "data ownership and data sharing"). Les règles décrites ici ont originellement 

été développées et discutées par le consortium Phenome-Emphasis et s'appliquent donc sans 

changement. Pour les projets scientifiques, les plans de gestion des données (DMP) des 

projets européens et ANR s'appliquent aux données scientifiques produites, mais les autres 

règles s'appliquent par défaut sauf expressément mentionné dans la convention qui 

règlemente spécifiquement chaque accès.  

§ 4. (File format). Les règles décrites ici ont originellement été développées et discutées par 

le consortium Phenome EMPHASIS et s'appliquent sans changement.  

§ 5. (Data storage). Phenome-Emphasis utilise le cloud France Grille (nœud français de EGI) 

pour les besoins de stockage et de calcul. Il utilise aussi le cloud INRAE.  
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The set of rules presented here describe the management of datasets generated and 

processed during and after experiments carried out in EMPHASIS and set up the general reuse 

rules, authorship traceability and legal aspects. It will help partners to manage data, meet 

funder requirements, and facilitate multiple use of data by the scientific community, hence 

applying the “findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable” (FAIR) principles.  

1. Data description 

Definitions:  

Digital Object Identifier (DOI): A persistent identifier for an object or a document that can be 

handled by a resolution service to direct communications to the correct server. Developed by 

the International DOI Foundation (www.doi.org). Typically used for identifying whole datasets 

upon publication, or for identifying plant genetic resources.  

Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). A persistent identifier for an experiment or any object (plant, 

pot, vector, sensor) involved in experiments.  

Metadata: Information about data stored in a repository/database.  

Repository: A digital repository is a mechanism for managing and storing digital content. 

Repositories can be subject or institutional in their focus  

Embargo period: A period of time from the end of the experiment, during which the access to 

data collected in an EMPHASIS installation is limited to access users. For academic projects, 

it is defined in the Data Management Plan of the corresponding project and should not exceed 

five (5) years unless explicitly mentioned in the access convention. For industrial accesses, it 

is defined in the access convention and should not exceed ten (10) years.  

Open access: data are not protected by copyright or patent, and can be used by any scientist, 

for example under the licence CC-BY https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 

Dataset: Digital information created in the course of research but which is not a published 

research output. Research data excludes purely administrative records. Two categories of 

datasets originate from experiments in EMPHASIS 

- The collection of images, sensors, outputs and observations collected during an 

experiment, together with the metadata that accompany them, in particular URIs and 

variable names considered with the "quadruplet" trait (entity, characteristic), method, 

unit (e.g. meristem_temperature_thermocouple_°C ; plant_height_image-analysis_m). 

Variables are most often time dependent (e.g. temperature every hour or intercepted 

light every day). These datasets are organized in information systems that relate all 

these elements and make them FAIR. This is, explicitly, in the domain of EMPHASIS, 

aiming at giving the possibility to any plant scientist to reanalyse datasets. These 

datasets are organized and stored by EMPHASIS local infrastructures, via the 

EMPHASIS information systems stored in a cloud (e.g. European Grid Infrastructure) 

- The collection of analysed data, e.g. genotypic means after correction for spatial 

variability cumulated or averaged at a given time (e.g. mean leaf area at flowering time) 

or environmental indicators for a given period (e.g. number of hours with a temperature 

higher than 32°C during 10 days encompassing flowering time). These datasets 

typically link with a published paper. They are organized following the MIAPPE rules, 

and essentially stored in repositories compatible with ELIXIR-plant.  

Data categories and sources that need to be managed: 

 Genetic resources: species, genotype, seed origin, accession.  

http://www.doi.org/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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 Facilities: installations, sensors, cameras, vectors (e.g. conveyors or drones), specific 

devices. See Figure 1 

 Characteristics of experiments e.g. design, protocol and spatio-temporal organisation. 

 Phenotypic data at plant or population level as collected by sensors (e.g. raw images 

or other sensor data), or manually (e.g. phenological stages). 

 Environmental conditions as collected by sensors (e.g. soil water status, air 

temperature or evaporative demand).  

 Date and description of management events 

 Workflows: sensor and image analysis methods and software tools used to extract traits 

from raw image and other data.  

Collected data can be numerical data, images, documents, texts or manual measurements. In 

each experiment, data are collected for typical periods of 20-100 days, including raw data 

(sensor or camera outputs) and curated and computed data (validated at further steps of 

analyses or resulting from analysis of raw data).  

 

 

Figure 1. Organization of infrastructures and experiments concepts. Emphasis is the European 

infrastructure, which involves national infrastructures, composed of local infrastructures. Each 

local infrastructure involves installations (e.g. phenotyping robot or equipped fields plus the 

relevant devices. They also involve facilities that may host the installation, e.g. greenhouse or 

growth chamber, or that can be used in experiments in addition to installations (e.g. 

vernalization chamber). Experiments are part of projects, and use facilities or installations.  

2. Data organization  

An integrated information system is currently under development in the frame of EPPN2020. It 

aims at hosting datasets produced in all categories of platforms in EMPHASIS.  

2.1. Its main features are that 

- Experiment elements identification: The references and names of all objects involved in 

experiments (e.g. plants, sensors or images) are standardized and unambiguous. This is 

essential to trace these objects in further analyses, including those performed by groups not 
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involved in experiments. Identification systems are based on persistent unique identifiers for 

the objects mentioned above. The preferred technical solution is the use of URI which are 

progressively deployed in all local infrastructures of EMPHASIS. Files and folders are 

versioned and structured by using a name convention. They are all accessed from the 

Information System to enable efficient findability and grouping. Each Experiment being a 

consistent dataset, it also receives an identifier, preferably a DOI or an URI. 

- Multiscale data integration is possible through events tracking and elements identification. 

For instance, tracking the x-y-z position of a given sensor in an installation (greenhouse or 

field) as well as all of its different calibrations allows to correctly estimate the environmental 

conditions spatial distribution during experiments. The same applies to the x-y position of 

plants in platform experiments and of microplots in field experiments. Another important 

information is the movement of plants between facilities, especially in the case of perennial 

plants that spend a small part of their lives in a platform. In addition, provenance management 

makes it possible to know how and when the data was obtained (e.g. sensor used, agent in 

charge, data transformation software). 

 

- Data security, mainly to avoid data loss: In all local and national infrastructures belonging to 

EMPHASIS, data will be stored with duplication in at least two locations (different building, or 

better different sites when possible). Data will be saved daily with backup on a remote location. 

Backup should be checked at intervals of two weeks.  

- Sustainable data access: For longer-term storage and data sharing, EMPHASIS 

progressively uses the European Grid e-infrastructure. We aim at preserving datasets for at 

least ten years in the dedicated EMPHASIS information systems that will provide both web 

access and documentation of the data as well as data download in standard format.  

2.2. A three-level standard was defined in the companion project EPPN2020 and will be used in 

EMPHASIS.  

Level 1 deals with the F (findable) and R (reusable) of the FAIR principles and is necessary 

for a local infrastructure or an installation to be labelled by EMPHASIS. This requires that all 

objects (plants, sensors, vectors) are identified and that measured variables have 

interoperable naming in each installation. Case studies and software tools were distributed in 

the consortia of EMPHASIS PREP, EPPN2020 and beyond to help users to reach this step. It is 

now largely reached among members of the EPPN2020 consortium. In addition, each 

experiment must be associated with metadata in a commonly agreed form so dataset are 

findable (Title, PUI, authors and roles, location, summary description) or reusable (license). 

Metadata will follow the MIAPPE metadata standard for the Study and experimentation level.  

Level 2 should be reached as rapidly as possible by all local infrastructures of EMPHASIS in 

order to guarantee that data are accessible and fully reusable (R). It consists in using software 

elements (local information systems) for generating machine-readable variable names 

connected with public ontologies. This allows one to trace, organize, integrate and visualize 

phenotypic data together with the necessary metadata. Of particular importance is the 

identification of all sensors, vectors and plants allowing one to standardize metadata in an 

efficient way. 

Level 3 enables global findability and data access through web data portals. It is being finalized 

and should be available at the beginning of the operational phase of EMPHASIS. It will be 

rapidly deployed afterwards into each local infrastructure that reached level 2. It involves web-

services that connect local information systems. The first step will be deployed at the end of 

the projects EMPHASIS PREP and EPPN2020. It involves metadata indexing using the 
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FAIDARE data portal. This allows any user to identify experiments, in the EMPHASIS local 

information systems, which involve particular features such as using specific genotypes, 

describing specific traits or comparing specific environmental conditions. A protocol for off-line 

data exchange is associated to this software. A further step will allow users to build, on line, 

an ad hoc dataset responding to specific objectives, based on datasets present in local 

information systems in EMPHASIS.  

3. Data ownership and data sharing 

Access to the data is organized using three circles of users, namely beneficiaries of access 

and their partners who require an experiment on a local infrastructure, the Emphasis 

consortium and the international community of plant sciences and agronomy. The objective is 

that the three categories of users potentially have access to all datasets, with the necessary 

metadata and information for the datasets to be reusable.  

 

The scientific leaders of local infrastructures will be responsible for managing the data and 

ensuring that the data management plan is carried out. 

The ownership and rules of release of the datasets generated during experiments primarily 

depend on the data management plan of projects that fund accesses. However, the following 

rules are strongly suggested, in which data ownership depends on categories of data. The 

rationale of these rules is to optimize data use and to facilitate meta-analyses.  

- For scientific projects, phenotypic data (e.g. images, measurements, observations) belong to 

the infrastructure user. An advisable procedure is that the local infrastructure group is 

associated with data analysis and publication in order to obtain the best possible analyses. 

Resulting publication are published in open access, and associated datasets are made 

accessible via public repositories that benefit to open access and DOI. Datasets have 

themselves a DOI, and cite the DOI of the National Infrastructure(s) and of the installation(s) 

in which experiments were carried out. Publishing datasets as supplementary information in 

the journal website is strongly discouraged. All datasets should have a license of reuse, 

preferably an open one from the Creative commons list (CC-BY-SA suggested, CC0 to be 

used with caution and avoided as much as possible).  

1. Beneficiaries 
of transnational 
access and their 
partners

2. EPPN2020 

consortium

3. International 
community of 
plant sciences 
and agronomy
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- For technological projects, data are published whenever feasible. The main results may also 

be made available to a large public via EMPHASIS services. SMEs are not obliged to diffuse 

their data to a larger circle but will be encouraged to.  

- Four categories of data will remain the property of the installation providers and made 

available to the installation users for a given access.  

(i) Environmental data collected during the experiment belong to the local infrastructure, in 

such a way that this group can perform meta-analyses of environmental data over seasons 

and years.  

(ii) Calibration results and calibration procedures for sensors and cameras need to be analysed 

across experiments and years, so they belong to the local infrastructure.  

(iii) Trait recovery workflows and procedures used to extract phenotypic measurements from 

raw sensor data that are developed by the local infrastructure 

(iv) Innovations and packages developed to optimize experimental designs within the 

installation and the statistical tools to optimize them belong to local infrastructures. All this 

information is made available to the users and, once published, to the whole community. 

4. Publication 

When relevant, partners will share datasets in a publicly accessible disciplinary repository 

using descriptive metadata such as MIAPPE. Additional metadata will be stored and made 

available within a separate XML, JSON or RDF file in a standardized way by using machine 

readable schema or ontologies. Keywords will be added by using standardized controlled 

vocabularies.  

Datasets will be made 'Findable' and 'Accessible' by using metadata and data repositories 

such as dataverse (data.inrae.fr) or eDale!. The high volume data will remain in the local 

infrastructure information systems, as well as most of the complex data including high density 

time series. 

Public groups will publish software codes along with datasets in a disciplinary repository. 

Whenever possible, analysis will be performed using freely available open source software 

tools.  

Datasets corresponding to public projects are by default managed following the data 

management plan of the corresponding project. They should be publicly available in a 

disciplinary research data repository along with scholarly journal and open access publications 

after the primary publications, in all cases five years after the end of the experiments. All 

effort will be dedicated to make datasets understandable for other researchers by using 

standards and metadata. 

Datasets originating from accesses granted to industry will be handled following the access 

convention agreed before the access. The embargo period cannot exceed ten (10) years.  

5. File formats  

We aim at producing data files with the following characteristics: 

 Non-proprietary  

 Open, documented standard  

 Common usage by research community  

 Standard representation (ASCII, Unicode)  

 Unencrypted 

 Checksum to ensure integrity  
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Preferred file format choices will include: 

 Text files: txt, markdown, avoid binary format (ODF, PDF). No proprietary format 

(Word)  

 Tabular data: CSV, ASCII (not Excel)  

 Images files: PNG, TIFF, JPEG2000, GIF (classical JPG to be avoided because of a 

risk of obsolescence and of loss of information) 

 Structured metadata: JSON, XML or RDF  

 

 

6. Data storage  

Storing and organizing datasets produced in EMPHASIS is a challenge in view of (i) the 

geographical distribution of local infrastructures across Europe, (ii) the specific characteristics 

of installations dedicated to particular species or scientific topics and (iii) the evolving nature 

of phenotyping platforms. In 2018 the cumulative data volume for the EPPN2020 partners ( 35 

installations) exceeded one Petabyte.  

A distributed and scalable storage system for plant phenotyping experiments needs to be 

based on approved distributed architecture such as OneData or IRODS. The iRODS 

distributed open source data management software (Rajasekar et al., 2010) is designed to 

enable policy-based distributed data management across the data lifecycle. The Onedata 

distributed system allows users to access, store, process and publish data using global data 

storage backed by computing centers. Onedata focuses on instant, transparent access to 

distributed data sets, without unnecessary staging and migration, allowing access to the data 

directly from local computers or work node. OneData or iRODS selection depends on national 

node of the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI). Local storage is also another solution, which 

cannot be recommended as a flexible and scalable solution. The international iRODS 

consortium supports ongoing development and evolution of iRODS thus guaranteeing long-

term sustainability. It is currently used by many groups in a large spectrum of scientific 

domains. For instance, iRODS supports more than 20 petabytes at the Welcome Trust 

Institute, 6 petabytes of data at the French IN2P3, several thousands of users in the US iPlant 

collaborative project. The iRODS solution provides the following features:  

- data distribution: Physical storage resources can be distributed on geographically 

separated locations. Data can be replicated on several locations for security or accessibility 

questions. Replication allows to have reliable backups. It also improves the speed of data 

transfers and the availability.  

- data virtualization: Multiple resource servers and the metadata catalogue can be connected 

to a unified iRODS (or OneData) data Grid. For instance, this allows a better integration of 

new hardware.  

It is recommended, at this stage, that EMPHASIS local infrastructure use the distributed 

system supported by the European Grid Infrastructure (https://www.egi.eu/). EGI provides a 

sustainable set of IT services that will makes easier deployment and interoperability. This 

approach allows supporting the hardware technology evolutions.  

 

 

 


